
25th Anniversary weekend 

Late May Bank Holiday - Saturday 29th to Monday 31st May  
  

Coordinators:  
Saturday dawned cloudy and wet, with strong wind warnings. So started the 25th Anniversary 
celebration with 63 boats attending. The promise of a good weekend resulted in all but 2 
boats arriving, one crew attended via ferry both boats joined us on Sunday. Well done to the 
3 boats from Newhaven who made it west in spite of lots of wind on the nose! Dave Colbert 
and crew made it from Poole to Cowes in 3.5 hours!  

It was ‘damp’ as the Sage family directed by 
Christine erected the Gazebo which was to 
protect the New Forest Dixieland Jazz Band and 
our administration desk from the promised 
rain. There were other helpers but they were 
laughing too much to help.  

Eventually the rain stopped, the band struck up 
and boats registered. By 5.00 pm the boats 
were dressed in bunting and judgement for the 
‘best dressed 
boat’ took place 
– thank you 
Sally Barker-
Dodds.  

  

  

  

  

  

At 5.30pm there was a skippers briefing for the MOA 25th 
Anniversary Harken Regatta at the Island Sailing Club. Dennis 
Steele the Race Officer duly explained the routine. He was, I 
am sure, uncertain as to how it would turn out on the day. 
The Dixon racing is a far cry from regular racing.  

  

  

   



6.30pm with the briefing over we attended the Royal Corinthian Sailing Club for the 
‘Champagne’ Reception and thence the dinner.   

The dinner over, there were the customary speeches, a welcome and short address from 
Richard Beeson, the Solent Captain and a response and thanks delivered with great humour 
by Steve Westwood our MOA Commodore. This having been concluded all there was left was 
the presentation by Sally of a bottle of Champagne for 

the Best Dressed Boat 
– who was judged to 
be Melos II, complete 
with Herb Garden! –
Sunday dawned fine, 
with a Regatta for 38 
boats and a Treasure 
Hunt for those staying 
ashore, organised by 
Dulcibella, Peter & 
Lesley Williams. Out 
on the water a good 
breeze, forecast to 
reduce to F3, in fact 
of course it freshened 
with gusts of 30 knots 
at times. Well did it 
put us off? – No 
chance!.  

The picture evidences the cut and thrust of the start line in strong winds with much reefing. 
All passed well with 3 races being held in challenging conditions and by 3.00pm the 
Anniversary Harken Regatta was finished. With shelter from the windy conditions on the 
course and the relief at finishing the racers returned to the Haven. The dressed yachts 
looking superb in the sunshine, provided a brilliant backdrop with a vibrant social buzz, and 
provided a great relaxation prior to donning our party frocks in readiness for the Hog Roast, 
prize giving and 60’s/70’s disco.  



The Hog was good, Sally Brearley and Joseph Sage awarded the Harken prizes. The Harken 
‘goodie bags’ for racers and the sponsorship with such a superb range of prizes certainly 
helped to make for a fun day.  

  

  

  

  

   

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

The Harken Regatta results were: 
 
Class 1 – Boats to 36ft. (16 entrants) 

1st Tikka M47 Bill, Matt & Chris Dixon 

2nd Delfini S38 Peter, Nina & Adrian Dovey 



3rd Melos II  M40 Claire & William Philpott 

  

Class 2 (14 entrants) 

1st Galatea S31 Ian & Lorraine Bevington 

2nd Moody Blue  M36 John & Tricia Eveson 

3rd Blue Moon  M31 Mike & Sue Philips 

  

  

Peter Williams who was Director of Treasure Hunt announced the results of the closely fought 
competition, which were: 

1st Ragmans Trumpet Paul and Sarah Royds-Jones 

2nd Alice Andrew & Celia Sharpe 

  

The disco brought out the best in us with some wild dancing till late into the evening. A good 
end to a fine day. 

  

Monday dawned sunny setting the scene for the end of a successful weekend event. The 
Parade of sail took place at 11.45pm and took an hour to pass through Cowes. We had a mile 
of boats and the sight in the Quarry of so many Moody boats was something to behold  

  

Many thanks to the committee and their families, and everyone else who contributed to this 
event. 

  

Thank you also to all who came and made it the success it was.  

  

Richard Beeson 
MOA Solent Hack 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Beaulieu Cream Tea and BBQ 

Saturday 12th June 
  

Coordinators: Mark & Diana Glyde 
With fine weather forecast a fine weekend was in store. 
Planned for younger families, 8 boats attended with 5 
children from 4 boats. A happy afternoon was spent crabbing 
and fishing including some unsuspecting jelly fish!  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

At 3.30pm cream tea was served aboard Alice, an M54 owned by Andrew & Celia Sharpe. 
Thank you for your hospitality! Suitably filled we all returned to our boats hoping that the 
late tea with more than an abundance of cream would wear off and allow us to tuck into the 
BBQ planned for 7.00pm. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 



BBQ – so the advance party lit the BBQ’s at 6.30 pm. Sensibly we had a pint of Pugwash ale in 
hand to ensure that we maintained a balanced view on the lighting of the charcoal. Crews 
assembled at 7.00 pm, the BBQ performed admirably and not an incinerated sausage in sight. 

We enjoyed fine outdoor food in good 
company and eventually we headed back to 
the boats. 

Sunday dawned sunny, some crews left first 
thing leaving a party to walk to Beaulieu 
where we enjoyed a coffee in the Montague 
Arms. The stroll back brought us to the boats 
at about mid-day when the remainder left, 
leaving just two boats to stay on in this 
idyllic spot for another night. We had some 
extra attendee’s with one from Poole. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

The pictures tell the tale.  

Thanks for attending.  

  

A big thank you to Mark & Diana – Argo, for coordinating the event. 

 

 

 

 



Folly Bop 

Saturday 26th June 
  

Coordinators: Joy and Richard Beeson  
  

  

Saturday – whew! hot and lovely! Time Out 
meandered up the Medina at 11.00am having sailed, 
motored sailed in a dying wind from Haslar. Moored 
at the folly pontoons, the awning was erected to 
provide some shade – did I say that? With perfect 
weather and light winds in the Solent most boats 
appeared towards the end of the afternoon, just in 
time for some impromptu Pimms and then ashore for 
6.00pm to ensure that we could all be together and 
be outside.  

  

  

  

Four tables 
pulled 
together by 
our master 
of craft – 
Joy, ensured 
that we ate 
together 
prior to 
moving 
inside for 

dancing and merriment. All of that went to plan with the usual cavorting on the table tops 
including a compact demonstration of ‘rock and roll on the table top’ by our captain! 



 

By 11.00pm all was 
finished and it was back 
to the boats for the last 
of the revellers. A warm 
night, and a hot day 
dawned. After a lazy start 
the fleet departed in 
windless conditions. The 
Dixon was abandoned.  

 

 

A big thank you to Peter & Lesley who very efficiently organised a treasure hunt (not a re-run 
from last year!) but which was postponed yet again as late arrival did not provide sufficient 
time. Having had a sneak preview, it would be good to run it, it looks fascinating. 

  

Richard 

Solent Hack 

 

 

 

 

 



Bembridge on the Duver 

Saturday 10th July 
  

Coordinators: Mark & Diana Glyde  

With good weather forecast a strong on-shore breeze and lingering fog out at the NAB, Saturday 
dawned fine and boats, all 13 of them had arrived shortly after high water.  

 

The early afternoon was gainfully spent 
crabbing! With a fine catch consuming 
the Sunday morning bacon! 

  

Crabbing   

 

  

 

Bowling   Competition 

3.00pm saw everyone move off to the dunes on the Duver, where John Eveson our Games Master 
had with his usual diligence set up not only games including tug of war but also a murder hunt. With 
clues scattered around boats crews were soon rushing about collecting clues to determine the weapon 
and the location of the murder.  



Out on the beach there was a sandcastle 
competition with some fine entries. 

 

  Sandcastle 

 

With games and murder winners awarded their prizes, Tina 
arrived with the dressed crab and lobster, beautifully presented 
as usual.  

Hosting   

At this time is was understood that the Duver 
was National Trust property and with the 
grass tinder dry, lighting of BBQ’s was out. So 
we quickly moved to the beach where BBQ’s 
in line were lit and offerings duly ‘cooked’, 
however the picture makes it look more like 
cooking fires in India. 

 

    Beach Party  



 

    

 

Cheers   Barbecuing 

 

  

 

Eating   Laid Back  

 

  

 

Paddling   Tug of War  

      

With the sun setting and the tide threatening to swamp us we returned to the boats for a 
peaceful evening.  

A glorious day, in good company and a lot of children who thought it was the best day they had 
had. – No praise can be higher! 

Sunday was sunny and the fleet departed by 1.00pm after a great weekend.  

Thanks to all who came, to John & Patricia Eveson for organising the games and to Mark & 
Diana for co-ordinating the event. 

Richard - Solent correspondent. 



Newtown Bay on the Hook  

4th September  
  

Coordinators: Joseph & Kim Sage  
 

Two boats took part in this anchorage event. 

Ocean Strider was joined by 
Alcedo for what should have 
been an evening in Newtown 
Creek but due to the large 
numbers of boats in the creek 
we took refuge in Newtown 
Bay. 

Saturday morning was overcast 
with some drizzle but by late 
afternoon the sun came out 
and the decision was made to 
head for the beach and 
barbeque in true MOA style. 

Although Alcedo had not 
planned for a bbq Rachel 
rustled up a feast and there 
was plenty of food to keep all 
happy into the darkness of the 
evening.  

Huge thanks to Rachel & Ivan for providing the photographs and to Emily & Leora for their 
event reports which are included below. 

  

  

Report by Emily  

When Alcedo arrived at Newtown we 
were greeted with the welcoming 
smiles of those aboard Ocean Strider, 
the family ‘responsible’ for this 
particular event. After a nice cup of 
tea and a good old chat we set ashore 
armed with food, charcoal and various 
chairs and blankets. 

With the boats nestling at anchor we 
settled down to an awesome BBQ. As 
the evening went on we enjoyed many 
laughs around the bonfire as well as 
exploring the woods and shoreline. 
But sadly the evening had to come to 
an end, and when it did we went back 
with full stomachs and big smiles!    

Written by Emily Alexander Age 13yrs 

 

  

  



  

Report by Leora  

 It may have taken some time for us to anchor but in the end it was the warm smiles of ocean 
strider welcoming us into the glorious rays of sun around this island paradise. 

Well maybe not an island paradise but it felt like it could have been! 

As we got to the beach, strait away us kids were exploring the nature of this amazing place. 

~Flowers~trees~beauty~  

We found many things. Yes! Not just sticks, but a spinning contraption and a little hut that we 
managed to force open (after struggling with a twisted part of metal) it looked amazing as the 
sun creeped through the broken down back letting enough in to make it seem to float. 

It didn’t take long for the sun to leave and the moon to be out in a coat of blackness. 

So we’d survived we had built a fire and roasted the only supplies we had on us (the pick nick 
we’d made on our boats accompanied by some drink and crisps) as it got darker and darker we 
made the small cooking fire into a HUGE bonfire. Some of us (mainly all of us) had to dodge 
the warrior sparks and when it was my time to get attacked sparks flew into my shoe making 

me do a weird dance before running up to my 
waist into the sea... 

Well at least it was warm! 

After that my sister and me decided to go for 
a midnight dip, well more like a midnight 
splash.  

Anyway after all the excitement of the night 
it was time to go back to the boats. 

We all loved our stay and hope you will to! 

 

Written By Leora Alexander age 11 yrs 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Midweek event - Visit to the Historic Boatyard 

Wednesday 20th October 
 

Coordinator: Allan Howlett 
 

With some interest in the return visit, Liz and myself hosted the event. The day was fine and 
sunny if a bit cold. We had annual tickets from our visit in May so this visit would have no 
cost. We met David at the Premier Marina at Gosport and took the ferry across to the 
Dockyard. We revalidated our ticket and started our tour. As we had toured the Victory in 
May, David joined a 45 minute tour of the ship. He had last visited it as a boy when he was at 
school in Portsmouth. It is an amazing ship with an amazing history, real Boys Own stuff. The 
largest warship built in the age of sail, and following the victory at Trafalgar, left the British 
Navy as the largest in the world which she remained for 150 years. 

 

Whilst David was seeing Victory, Liz and myself visited 
one of the several museums and exhibits in the 
Dockyard. After a snack we took the Harbour cruise 
which passes the Royal Naval Dockyard. Two aircraft 
Carriers were in harbour as well as several destroyers 
new and old, some awaiting foreign buyers. Ark Royal 
was one of the carriers and coincidentally had just been 
scrapped that day as part of the spending review. 

  

 

 HMS Ark Royal 

 

After the harbour cruise we then visited HMS Warrior. When she was built she made every 
other warship in the world redundant, so powerful and revolutionary was she that she never 
fired a shot in anger. She has been beautifully restored, and is being continually worked 
restoring and creating new displays, they are currently working on the medical/surgical 
display. 

 

 

 David Chatterton 

 

There are many other attractions around the harbour and it will be our intention to visit the 
Submarine and explosives museums next year, watch out for news.  

 

Allan Howlett 



Lymington Marsh Walk 

Saturday 18th September 
 
Co-ordinators: Mike & Jeanie O'Connor 

 
With a F4 SSW breeze all had a great sail down to the Dan Bran pontoon. All were moored up by 
early afternoon and either partook of the retail therapy in the metropolis of Lymington or lazed 
around drinking tea swapping yarns, or otherwise talking on the subject of The Art of Toilet 
Maintenance, without deviation or repetition. 

 
Mike had booked us a room in Stanwells Bistro where we gathered at 7.30pm having enjoyed a very 
up market pontoon drinks party hosted by Mike & Jeanie on Athena.  
The meal was very good and we finally returned to the boats late. 

 
 
 Walkers     Information Loading 
 
Sunday dawned fine so with a late HW we took the opportunity to have a marsh walk with a 
commentary provided in a most professional manner by Eleanor, who informed us on the history of 
the marshes in days of yore when they were worked as salt pans. 

An added bonus was information provided by expert twitcher Rob Brown (Second Affaire) and 
Sheena and Martin Boyce (Imogen). 

 

  Twitching 

We were thus well informed on the birdlife and the locale. After all that food for thought we sought 
The Chequers Inn to feed our inner being. This being done we returned to the boats, said our good-
bye’s and thank-you’s and departed for a good sail home.  

 

Thanks to Mike & Jeannie and also to Eleanor, Sheena and Rob for making the week-end a success.  

  

Richard 
Solent News Hound 



Beaulieu Fireworks 

Saturday 30th October 
  

Coordinators: Andy & Heather Raysbrook 
 

Saturday dawned fine with light winds from the SW, a blessing given the high wind forecast a 
week earlier. Lunchtime saw some 8 boats moored on the mid-stream pontoons at Bucklers 
hard, with Sincerity tucked up in the marina enjoying shore-power!!! Hair dryers and hot 
water etc etc.!!! 

 

  Less of the “Old” 

 

 Arachnaphobia 

Our hosts for the weekend herded us ashore at 2.00pm for the walk up the riverbank to 

Beaulieu, and the grounds of the house and Motor Museum. Having got the OK from our Bank 

managers for the cost of the entry fees we enjoyed a gentle cup of tea/lunch/cider and 

thence toured the grounds, the house and the motor museum where we were somewhat 

embarrassed to discover just how many of the vehicles we could remember!! 

After a tour of The James Bond experience we gathered in the cafe outside seating area to 
await the commencement of the fireworks. Well the fireworks were outstanding. Lasting 
some 20 minutes they were watched by thousands and were amongst the best seen in years. 



Andy with great efficiency had arranged for a taxi to remove us to the Master Builder for 
dinner. This plan was a potential disaster waiting to happen with stories of cars waiting an 
hour or more to get out let alone get in as well. Andy however had a ‘Harry Potter Escort’ 
lined up in the form of an LDV minivan which found us within 5 minutes and transported us to 
the pub in 10 minutes flat –amazing!! 

  

 

  Master Builder Meal 

Dinner was eventually served to our private suite by which time we were all well oiled and in 
usual fine MOA form. We departed for the boats by 11.00pm. 

  

Sunday dawned fine and almost windless. However a breeze soon arrived (forecast as a Force 
5 to 7!!) and this hurried us on our way in the final Dixon Race of the season, a passage race 
which took us to S Bramble. 

 
A great weekend and many thanks to Andy & Heather for their fine efforts. 

  

More photos below........  

Richard  

Solent Hack 

 

 

 Spook prints 



 

 Spook Invaders 

 

 Wise Witches 

 

 Father and Spook 



New Year’s Eve at The Folly 

Friday 31st December 2010 
  

Coordinators: Kevin Morgan & Mary Allen 
As the weather was fairly benign, we set off the day before New Year’s Eve for Cowes and, 
deciding to moor at Shepard’s Wharf, we discovered other Moody Owners had the same idea, 
meeting Time Out and Freebooter there. On New Year’s Eve itself we had an easy run up the 
Medina to The Folly. Once again this year a mooring was booked on the walk ashore pontoon 
and 2 rafts of 4 boats each were carefully constructed. 

 

After a visit to The Folly for lunch and an afternoon spent relaxing or walking it was time. 
Time for the party to begin. We began around 6:30pm aboard Dreamcatcher 2 with some pre-
party drinks and a few nibbles - not too many as we didn't want to spoil the meal at The 
Folly. Not long after we started, the last boat to arrive, in the dark, (Sincerity) moored up on 
the outside of the raft and within 30 minutes Sincerity's crew had changed their sailing gear 
for their 1920s outfits and joined us. Soon it was time to leave the boats, several lit with 
multi-coloured lights, and head for the Folly. Our tables were laid out in the usual place 
complete with poppers, trumpets, balloons, hats and crackers. 



 

 

Around 8:00pm the buffet began and after several 
visits we all fell back, replete. The balloons always 
prove to be very popular and provided much fun 
watching people trying to blow them up. As well as 
balloon fights there was a trumpet war between 
various groups. Music and dancing continued 
throughout and after the midnight shower of 
balloons continued until 1:00am. Eventually we 
admitted defeat and returned to our boats. 



 

 

The following day, New Year’s Day, started late but we had to leave the pontoon by midday 
as another rally was booked in, so we all eventually left the pontoon to the hovering boats. A 
few of us decided to prolong the weekend by sailing (well motoring) down to Lymington 
where we spent a very enjoyable, quieter evening 
and returned to our home ports on the Sunday. 

  

Regarded by some as the best New Year’s Eve we 
have had at The Folly, it was certainly a fun evening 
as all these photographs show. No apologies for the 
number of photographs. 

  

Many thanks to everyone for coming and making it 
such an enjoyable time. 

  

Kevin Morgan & Mary Allen 

 


